
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
BREAKOUTS



Welcome!

Kyla Laforest - Phys. Ed. Teacher (LBPSB) 

Barry Hannah - Ed. Tech/P.E. Consultant (LBPSB)

Layla Barroca - Ed. Tech Consultant (LBPSB)
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1K2jdjLhbo


Necessary 
student skills 

TODAY

○ Collaboration    

○ Communication

○ Critical Thinking 

○ Creativity

○ Character

○ Citizenship 
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Whats is 
Breakout EDU?

Breakout EDU is the immersive 
learning games platform. 

Breakout EDU games consist of a 
combination of physical and digital 
puzzle elements that must be 
solved in a set amount of time. 

Players of all ages are challenged 
to open the locked Breakout EDU 
boxes using critical thinking, 
collaboration, communication, and 
creativity. 
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“Welcome to Ninja Warrior High, 

I am so honored to have you all here today, but as you know, only a select group of students will be accepted 
to Ninja Warrior High. Our students are the best of the best. You may have come here today prepared for a 
test of strength, but don’t be fooled, our students are warriors of the body and mind.  

It is important for you to know that our students are encouraged to work together, think collaboratively, 
challenge the status quo, and communicate their ideas at all times. 

To earn a spot in NWH for the 2019-20 school year, you will need to do the following…

A ninja warrior course has been set up for you to complete. It is one of our more difficult courses, so 
beware…

You will need a “participants pass” in order for you and your team to gain access to the course. 

Just one last thing...the “participant’s pass” has been securely locked in a box. We anticipate that only those 
teams who demonstrate true ninja warrior skills  will be able to use the clues to unlock the pass. 

Good luck,

School Principal     
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_IguXWr7vU8
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1GaDcKPwYprcNFEQogz0hHeU1mT0gCt03/preview


Things to 
consider...

○ How to incorporate some form of 
PA into all clues    

○ How to maintain PA after the teams 
have “broken out”

○ Can be used as a culminating 
activity at the end of a unit

○ How to summarize the activity in a 
meaningful way
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No budget for EDU Kits?
No Problem.
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Better yet...
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Best of all...
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Give it a Try!

Challenge your students to something 
new:

○ Ninja Warrior High

○ Superhero Training 

○ Field Day Funnanigans

Also, check out Breakout EDU for more 

inspiration and tutorials.  
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16boEWzbmx02jzrVKM0W5hISsT_lcxtY_
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7xnNH-lvCEPOVhzeTloVjlzLW8/view
https://platform.breakoutedu.com/game/field-day-funnanigans
https://www.breakoutedu.com/


Thanks!

Any questions?
You can contact me at @klaforest02@lbpearson.ca
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